Go wild and find adventure with the all-new GO-FIND series.

Solve mysteries and find fortunes with the all-new GO-FIND 66 by Minelab
— a compact detector for beginners that’s big on performance. With its four
Find Modes, Treasure View and Easy-Trak technology the GO-FIND 66 will
have you detecting like a pro in just minutes. And recovering more finds
time after time. It’s the perfect detector to ignite your passion for detecting
whether you’re searching on land or in the water.

THE SMART DETECTOR CHECKLIST
COMPACT: Size Matters. Simply unfold and away you go.

SMARTPHONE PRO APP:

REMOTE CONTROL OVER YOUR
DETECTOR. NOW THAT’S HANDY.

LIGHTWEIGHT: 20% Lighter* — Detect all day. And the next.
EASY-TRAK: From parks to beaches. Just set and go.

Even though you’re detecting miles away from anywhere, you can stay

SMARTPHONE APP: Remote control. Now that’s handy.

connected with the GO-FIND app. Imagine listening to your favourite tracks,

COIN ID MAGIC: Show me the money. Even if it’s buried.

or controlling your detector from your phone while you hunt. It’s all possible

TREASURE VIEW: Trash or treasure? Know before you dig.

with the GO-FIND app, which is perfectly in tune with your detector.

BLUETOOTH AUDIO: Wireless detecting? Music to your ears.
* Based on similar competitor offerings

What’s more with the GO-FIND Pro app, you can record all your treasure
spots on Google® Maps. So you know exactly what ground you’ve covered or

FIND MODES: Icons flash to tell you what you’ve found. You can even tell GO-FIND

what sets of objects you want to target by selecting up to four pre-set modes.

where you hit the jackpot. GO-FIND with Pro app: Welcome to the future.

TREASURE VIEW:

TRASH OR TREASURE?
KNOW BEFORE YOU DIG.
When it comes to detecting, there’s really only two things you want to
know: is it trash or is it treasure? So with this in mind, Minelab designed
the GO-FIND to feature the amazing Treasure View LEDs, which light up
and change colour to help you identify what you’ve found before you dig.
Green lights indicate non-iron objects like coins or jewelry, while
red lights indicate iron objects such as nails or keys. GO-FIND 66
with Treasure View: It’s detecting made simple.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES.

DETECT IN STYLE.

EARBUDS

DIGGING TOOL

GO-FIND 66

Portability
Find modes
Search coverage
Treasure View LEDs
Backlight
Sensitivity
Volume
Pinpoint
Bluetooth®
Smartphone App
Smartphone holder
Digging tool
Earbuds
Batteries
Waterproof coil*
Weight
Length

Collapsible
4
Large (10-inch coil)
5
YES
5 Levels
5 Levels
YES
YES
Pro App
YES
YES
YES
4xAA (not included)
YES (2 ft / 0.6 m)
2.3 lbs / 1.06 kg
Collapsed 21.9 in / 555 mm Extended 51.4 in / 1305 mm
Caution: Keep handle and control screen out of water. To protect detector electronics,
DO NOT lift coil up higher than handle when searching in water.

CAMOUFLAGE SKINS.
SMARTPHONE HOLDER

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY.

DETECT IN STYLE.

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
Cover and personalize your GO-FIND 66 with two included skins.
Simply choose your skin to match your hunting environment,
peel back the sticker and apply.

CARRY BAG

4904-1007_1

North, South & Central America
+1 630 401 8150
info@minelabamericas.com
Europe & Russia
+353 21 423 2352

minelab@minelab.ie

Australia & Asia Pacific
+61 8238 0888
minelab@minelab.com.au
Middle East & Africa
+971 4 254 9995

minelab@minelab.ae

go-find.minelab.com

GO-FIND 44 & 66 are Bluetooth® Smart compatible with iOS 8 and Android 4.3 mobile operating systems, and above. For more product information visit www.minelab.com. Google Maps is a trademark of Google Inc. Minelab® and GOFIND® are trademarks of Minelab Electronics Pty. Ltd. Images and graphics are for illustration purposes only. Please refer to the product instruction sheet for detailed operational guidance.

